Association between dental pain and caries: a multilevel analysis to evaluate the influence of contextual and individual factors in 34 843 adults.
To evaluate the influence of the social context and individual factors on the relationship between oral pain and caries METHODS: Data from the 2007 National Public Health Survey in Colombia were collected. A multiple-stage stratified sampling was used. The influence of different factors in oral pain was investigated with logistic and multilevel regression analyses. A total of 34 843 individuals (individual level) in 32 states and one Capital District (contextual level) were studied. Dental pain was associated with caries in the logistic (odds ratios = 56.2, confidence interval 49.5-63.9) and multilevel (3.342 ± 0.073; P < 0.0001) models. After adjusting for covariables, dental pain variance was still significant at individual and contextual levels; interestingly the variation in individual level was smaller (28%) than the variation among states (72%). In addition, individual-level variables explained 80% of the individual-level variance in dental pain, and contextual-level variables explained 35% of the community-level variance. All individual variables, including caries, had a significant association with dental pain. Low gross domestic product (GDP) and human development index (HDI) at contextual level were associated with dental pain. Dental pain associated strongly with caries and other individual factors were also significant, however, contextual factors, specifically low GDP and HDI affect dental pain significantly.